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Abstract 

This project is an investigation into the events, causes, and effects of the Video Game Crash 

of 1983. I discuss the origins of the home video game console market and the events that lead 

to Atari’s dominance in the late 1970s and early 1980s. I identify the mistakes and issues that 

weakened Atari’s position and ultimately brought on an industry-wide market collapse in 

North America. Finally, I highlight several of the ways this economic disaster continues to 

affect the modern gaming industry and speculate on what further changes the industry may 

see going forward. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

When I began thinking about the Honors Thesis, I really had no idea what direction I 

wanted to go in. Part of me wanted to do something strange and interesting with 

mathematics and use what I had learned about in courses like Abstract Algebra and Real 

Analysis. However, as I spent 2020 mulling over what I could do, another topic stuck in my 

brain: the Video Game Crash of 1983. I first learned about it from a YouTube video by the 

channel Gaming Historian. When I was younger, I frequently heard about Atari and Pong 

and “the Golden Age” of video games but was left wondering what exactly happened to 

them. In grade school, kids were playing on Xbox, PlayStation, and Nintendo consoles, not 

2600s or ColecoVisions, yet no one bothered to mention where the old game companies 

went. After watching that video, it felt like a someone had pulled the curtain back on video 

game history, but I could tell it was not the whole story. Something big had happened in the 

80s and I was going to find out what. 

After a several conversations, I found that the only person I asked who knew about 

the Crash was a good friend of mine who collects vintage consoles. Finding that very few 

people knew about this event made me very excited. My preliminary reading and viewing 

suggested to me that there was an economic, historic, and cultural event influencing a major 

modern industry that few people seemed to be aware of. I brought my idea to Dr. Jason 

Powell, who agreed that it would be worth doing my thesis over. Thus, this exploration of 

the Crash is what I proposed and have created here. 

Digging into the literature, I found that there were plenty of books on video game 

history, but surprisingly little dedicated to the Crash itself. Many articles, both at the time 

and from today, reductively attributed the cause of the Crash to bad games like E.T. and the 

VCS Pac Man. However, bad games get released all the time, that is not something special, so 

I knew there was something more. I had to look for why these bad games got released and 

how they had such tremendous influence. Indirect influences like developer attitudes, 

consumer habits, and the culture of video gaming as whole all had a part to play. Going 

further, I noticed the stark differences between the pre- and post-Crash game industries. 

More than the Crash itself, I wanted to identify the ways in which the Crash has impacted 

the industry and how firms are still evolving in response to the issues that caused the 

disaster. Doing so required looking through modern articles that focused on residual issues 

and influences from the Crash but usually never mentioned the Crash itself, leaving me to 

make sense of the connection myself. 
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Working on this project was an unprecedented experience for me as I had never 

written anything more than ten pages on my own. Keeping a steady pace of work over the 

course of several months while also balancing work, class, and social responsibilities was a 

continuous battle. There were certain weekends during which I struggled to think about 

anything besides what I wanted to write next in my thesis whenever spending time with 

friends or family. Being in the thesis class with other students certainly alleviated these 

issues to a certain extent, but the class also presented some of its own. In the class, I was 

asked to submit outlines and annotated bibliographies which I do not normally make when 

writing, so reminding myself how to do them was a bit tough. Also, within small groups we 

peer-reviewed one another’s work and, while this was valuable, it was definitely a serious 

additional time commitment to review and give relevant feedback on three other people’s 

work. This project has really taught me how to construct my thoughts in a much more 

extended form than I am used to. It is relatively easy to keep my arguments and evidence 

organized and cohesive when limited to five pages or so, but it is considerably more difficult 

when there is much more to cover, and my thoughts are spread over many more pages. I 

spent a significant amount of time repeatedly rereading my previous writing to better inform 

how I should proceed, and I will admit that using my outlines and annotated bibliography 

ultimately served to guide my writing and identify gaps in my research. 

The way economics and history are discussed often over-simplifies problems and 

portrays the past as inevitable; communicating these ideas without falling into those traps 

has been difficult. I struggled to communicate clearly what was truly relevant without 

getting bogged down in minute details. The results and events may seem obvious given the 

facts I present, but I chose these to make connections and causes deliberately apparent. I may 

come off as harsh in my indictment of Atari in particular, only because I have the luxury of 

decades of history with which to criticize. Atari is not deserving of special criticism simply 

because they made mistakes. In light of these challenges, I think John Green puts it well, 

“The truth resists simplicity.” I hope my work resists satisfactorily. 
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So Whatever Happened to Atari? 

 The year was 1982 and Atari was on top of the world. Since its release in 1977, Atari 

had ridden the success of its Video Computer System to unprecedented heights. Atari saw sales 

rise from $75 million in 1977 to over $2 billion by 1980 to become the fastest growing company 

in the world at the time, and by 1982 was responsible for 70% of the operating profits of their 

owners, Warner Communications (Kent 237). With a VCS in about 10 million homes in 

America and a lineup of highly anticipated, blockbuster games, Atari was poised for another 

year of record profits and to tighten their grip on the home console market (Montfort 76). But 

by mid-1983, instead of millions in sales and record profits, Warner was posting a loss of $356 

million and laying off thousands of employees, and they were not alone (Alexander). Video 

game companies across the board, including Mattel, Activision, and Bally, were all 

experiencing sudden and unexpected losses. This was the beginning of the Video Game Crash 

of 1983. 

 This essay will be an exploration of the events, causes, and effects of the Video Game 

Crash of 1983. The Crash itself was an economic recession which occurred primarily in the 

United States from 1983 to 1985 and saw the general collapse of the home video game console 

industry along with the eventual exit of nearly every American firm from the console 

hardware market. Market leaders and industry innovators like Atari, Coleco, and Mattel either 

went bankrupt or abandoned hardware entirely. Over the course of three years, industry-wide 

annual revenues dropped from a peak of $3.2 billion to approximately $100 million, a decrease 
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of over 90% (Boyd). Because the direct effects were mostly isolated to the firms and investors 

involved and affected arcade and personal computer gaming in a rather indirect way, all while 

benefitting consumers in certain respects, many people are unaware that a crash even 

occurred. Not only was the industry rocked to its core at the time, but the way in which firms 

were burned during the crash continues to affect to this day everything from software 

licensing and distribution agreements to the very design of console hardware itself. I seek to 

illuminate this event for those interested in both economics and video game history, as an 

incident resulting in such a sudden and dramatic decline in an industry is something worth 

remembering and learning from; to that end, I will present the circumstances of the crash, 

explain its potential causes, and analyze the effects it has had on the video game industry. So 

what exactly happened that made such a promising industry go belly-up in essentially the 

blink of an eye? To fully understand the Video Game Crash of 1983, one must take a step back 

to the early 1970s and the origins of home video console gaming. 

Origins of the Home Console 

 The title of “First Video Game” is a disputed one and a topic I do not intend to address 

in this essay. What is not in dispute is bearer of the title of first home video game, the 

Magnavox Odyssey, released in 1972. This assertion may be a bit misleading though, as the 

Odyssey was really a system that came preprogrammed with a suite of 12 games (Burnham 82). 

Later games were released as add-on cards, many of which came with an array of accessories 

to augment gameplay. As the very first home console, the Odyssey bears little resemblance to 
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modern game consoles or really any other home system that came after it. Many of the games 

on the Odyssey were merely glorified TV displays of existing board or puzzle games, with a 

significant portion of play occurring via physical objects unique to a particular game and the 

screen acting as a supplement, as opposed to modern games where the screen is the focus of 

play and additional accessories generally kept to a minimum. 

 At the time of the Odyssey’s release, commercial video games were still a brand-new 

concept, thus the market for video games as a whole, let alone home consoles, was an unproven 

one. Prior to 1972, video games essentially existed solely on college campuses and at computer 

manufacturers as student experiments and hardware testing mechanisms. The first coin-

operated video arcade machines had barely released in late 1971 before the Odyssey debuted; 

in fact, a prototype version of the Odyssey, called the Brown Box, had been developed by 

Ralph Baer for use on commercial televisions all the way back in 1967 (Kent 24). This predated 

video arcade machines, generally seen as the predecessors to the home console. Needless to 

say, Magnavox was early to the party. This nascent market in addition to poor marketing, a 

prohibitively high price point ($100 in 1972 being roughly $600 today), and distribution being 

restricted to current Magnavox dealers all contributed to stunted sales (Burnham 79). By the 

time it was discontinued in 1975, Magnavox had only sold about 200,000 Odysseys (Burnham 

82); while not a failure, this would be dwarfed in comparison to what was to follow.  

 To be fair, neither Magnavox nor Atari later (or any other pre-Crash American game 

manufacturers for that matter) really knew what they were selling. Magnavox’s marketing 
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strategy and distribution plan made it clear that they saw the Odyssey as just another toy to 

amuse children with its primary purpose for the company being a gimmick to boost sales of its 

televisions. Ralph Baer knew what he had made, but, as would be the case for the following 

decade, the design teams of home consoles were stiflingly isolated from the people who 

actually engaged with and enjoyed their creations. A depressing pattern emerges when 

viewing the development of new home games and systems where engineers design something 

innovative, management ham-handedly arranges deals with distributors, these distributors 

then market the systems like any other toy, ultimately creating confusion on the part of 

consumers, many of whom were not the final users of the product, but the parents or friends 

of the players of the products. This game of telephone served to perpetuate a chain of volatility 

throughout the next decade, with primarily game developers and game players being the only 

ones who grasped the appeal of the product being sold, and every other member in the chain 

displaying a deep lack of understanding of what made the product desirable in the first place. 

Arcade Roots 

 The home console market would not really find its footing until the arrival of Atari’s 

Home Pong console in 1975. In the intervening years, video game innovation primarily 

occurred through releases of new coin-operated arcade machines. Atari’s founder, Nolan 

Bushnell, was responsible for one of the first video coin-ops, creating Computer Space in 1971 

for the arcade machine company Nutting Associates. Computer Space never became a hit as 

Nutting sold less than 1,500 cabinets, and, when Bushnell founded Atari in 1972, the company 
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began by primarily designing specialty pinball machines for larger arcade machine 

manufacturers (Kent 34). Undaunted by the seeming failure of his first video arcade machine, 

Bushnell never gave up on the idea of video games as viable arcade machines. After seeing the 

Odyssey’s electronic tennis game in action at a trade show prior to its release, Bushnell was 

inspired (some are inclined to say he stole the idea) to make Pong.  

 Pong was originally created by Atari as an arcade cabinet. Before the 1970s, mechanical 

arcade games like Pinball and Skeeball had always been a lucrative business, and Atari saw 

video games as a natural evolution of the arcade machine. Pong was an immediate success and 

within two years Atari had shipped over 8,000 cabinets (Kent 54). The proliferation of Pong 

quickly spawned a wave of imitators as other arcade manufactures sought to cash in on the 

craze, with some blatantly copying the game and selling counterfeit replicas of Atari’s cabinets 

while others ran with the sports theme and created their own soccer, baseball, and hockey 

inspired games. Bushnell despised his competitors, referring to themas ‘jackals,’ and saw Atari 

as the only true innovators in this new medium. He resented the fact that while “computerized 

ping-pong machines were in every bar and bowling alley… Atari had made less than one-third 

of them” (Kent 58). Atari attempted to protect their game technology through patents, but 

they were too slow in getting approval to be effective at stopping imitators, so Bushnell decided 

to pursue rapid development as means of staying ahead of the competition, believing that they 

would be unable to produce new games and ideas on their own. Atari moved away from 

variations on Pong like Pong Doubles and Breakout to other genres like racing and spaceflight. 
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 Atari’s path into the arcade cabinet business would be indicative of their business 

strategy moving forward. For all Nolan’s bluster about Atari being the only true innovators in 

video games, all Atari or anyone else was doing at this time was taking whatever their 

developers spit out and throwing it at the proverbial wall to see what stuck. Admittedly, Atari 

had many talented developers who knew what made video games an interesting and engaging 

product, but as Atari and the rest of the big industry players continued chasing trends, these 

developers would find themselves increasingly snubbed and ignored in the interest of quick 

profits. Firms looking for ‘safe bets’ from which to milk revenue would ultimately leave their 

creative teams by the wayside. Thus, even as the new home market grew off the back of their 

creations, the voices of developers would proceed to fall upon deaf ears, which a good game of 

telephone does not make. 

As Pong and other video arcade machines grew in popularity, Magnavox’s Odyssey also 

gained traction despite its many self-imposed hurdles. Seeing the Odyssey’s albeit limited 

success, Bushnell and Atari looked to the home market as the next logical step for the company. 

In 1975 Atari released Home Pong, a consumer version of the Pong arcade cabinet. As the 

price of digital circuits continuously dropped, the digital Home Pong was ultimately much 

cheaper to produce than the Odyssey’s analogue architecture, and thus significantly more 

profitable (Kent 80). Atari also aggressively pursued distribution deals with various retailers, 

critically securing an initial order from Sears for 150,000 consoles. Despite only playing one 

game whereas the Odyssey came packaged with 12, Atari’s timing and strategy proved effective 
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enough to instantly take over the home console market, with Home Pong becoming Sears’ 

best-selling product by total dollar volume in 1976 (Kent 94). 

Although Atari was not the first to follow in Magnavox’s footsteps, their entrance into 

the home console market opened the floodgates as “seventy-five companies promised to launch 

home television tennis games in 1976” (Kent 94). However, Pong imitators would prove to be 

the least of Atari’s worries going into 1976, as several new consoles would quickly render 

Atari’s product obsolete. New releases like the Fairchild Channel F in August of 1976 that 

featured color games and interchangeable game cartridges caused consumers to become 

dissatisfied with single-game consoles like Home Pong. As fast as it came, the demand for video 

tennis withered, and Atari’s executives knew that the arcade model of releases of dedicated 

systems for each individual game would simply not cut it for the home market. Enter Atari’s 

“Video Computer System” (VCS) or, as it would later come to be known, the Atari 2600. 

A Stella is Born 

 Armed with a 1 MHz 8-bit microprocessor, 128 bytes of RAM, and the custom graphics 

chip “Stella,” along with the ability to play interchangeable cartridge-based games, Atari’s VCS 

was essentially a computer in its own right rather than a mere game machine, and the 

engineers and executives alike were convinced that the system would sweep the market 

(Burnham 148). However, there was a minor hiccough: since its inception, Bushnell’s Atari 

had been living paycheck to paycheck, and by the time the VCS’s design was ready, its primary 

revenue stream of Home Pong sales had all but dried up. With Atari strapped for cash, the only 
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way Bushnell was going to be able to raise sufficient capital and get the VCS to market in time 

to beat the competition was to sell the company. In 1976, a depressed economy burdened by 

rampant inflation, unemployment, and soaring interest rates made additional venture capital 

highly unlikely and rendered a potential IPO dead on arrival, so that year Atari was acquired 

by Warner Communications for approximately $28 million (Burnham 148). 

 Luckily for Atari, Warner mostly shared their vision of a bright future for the home 

video game market and allowed Bushnell to proceed uninhibited. Propelled by Warner’s cash 

influx, Atari’s VCS released alongside a lineup of nine game cartridges in late 1977. Alas, 

despite being rescued by Warner, Atari’s troubles were far from over and the success of the 

VCS yet to be guaranteed. The VCS was not the only new console to see release at the end of 

1977. Newly developed chips from General Instruments contained “all of the circuitry 

necessary for a video game on a single chip, making the production of video games much 

easier” (Wolf 83). This allowed developers to create games without the investment of designing 

propriety hardware and enabled Magnavox, RCA, Allied Leisure, and Bally to all release 

systems of their own that year as well. Atari not only faced unexpected competition but also 

had distribution issues resulting in only a fraction of their manufactured consoles hitting store 

shelves in time for the holidays (Kent 107). Compounding these problems, consumer confusion 

over all the new systems in addition to burnout from single game systems of the past left the 

home video game market a shadow of its former self. Faced with a glut of new products and 

waning consumer interest, the market crashed in an event known today as the Video Game 
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Crash of 1977. The situation became so dire that newcomer RCA pulled out as quickly as they 

had entered (Kent 107). As inventories were steeply discounted in an effort to move product, 

manufacturers ate increasing losses when they expected holiday-boosted revenues, and Atari 

was no exception. The VCS had stumbled off the block, and Warner was less than impressed 

to say the least. 

 The Crash of 1977 was a harbinger of things to come, and in our game of telephone, no 

one seemed to be listening. The firms that left certainly did not learn from their mistakes, they 

simply cut their losses and bailed. The firms that stayed doubled down on the practices that 

had been making the market so volatile in the first place. Confusion on the side of consumers 

remained, but demand continued to rally around arcade hits which drove success in the home 

market. Atari’s management, regardless of the changes they went through, never seemed to 

learn what made good games, only how to piggyback off of one-off successes. Leaving their 

coin-op developers to their own devices, the VCS’s developers spent a majority of their time 

under orders to produce console conversions of the most successful arcade cabinets and 

constrained to ever tightening deadlines. It should have been telling when the most heavily 

managed segment of developers were almost entirely reliant on the creations and 

accomplishments of the mostly ignored coin-op developers.  

Atari’s Ascendancy 

 Over the course of the following year, sales of the VCS picked up steadily and Atari 

even managed to turn a modest profit, despite the catastrophe of the previous holiday. 
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Bushnell, however, was deeply unsatisfied with this performance and, ever concerned with 

the jackals, was quick to begin seeking out his next new project. Executives at Warner on the 

other hand was not so eager to move on; while Bushnell urged Warner to discontinue the VCS 

and begin work on a new, more powerful home system, Manny Gerard and Ray Kassar, 

Warner’s executives who oversaw Atari’s management, were willing to commit to the VCS 

(Kent 111). Warner had spent millions to acquire Atari and fund the development of their new 

system, and they were not about to let it die without a fight. Bushnell disagreed with Gerard 

and Kassar so bitterly that Warner forced him to step down, and Kassar replaced Bushnell as 

CEO of Atari (Kent 113). With Ray Kassar at the helm and a renewed commitment to the VCS, 

holiday 1978 would mark a turning point for Atari and an inexorable rise to dominance in the 

home console market. 

 Atari’s success under Kassar’s leadership in the following years was unprecedented, and 

as sales shot over $2 billion, by 1980 Atari had taken control of about 75% of the home video 

game market and become the fastest growing company in US history (Kent 128). Atari’s 

strategy of acquiring the rights to create VCS versions of the largest arcade hits served them 

well, fueling sales of both cartridges and consoles and sending the company to dizzying 

heights. However, while this reliance on the acquisition of others’ intellectual property 

alleviated some of the pressure for Atari to innovate that Bushnell had always emphasized, it 

allowed Kassar’s Atari to grow complacent, and his commitment to the VCS that drove their 

success would prove to be instrumental in their demise. Designed in 1976 and released in 1977, 
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by 1980 the VCS was beginning to show its age. While Kassar’s management was satisfied with 

riding the VCS’s explosive growth, other companies like Mattel, Bally, and Coleco were 

continuously releasing new consoles, all technologically superior to the VCS (Kent 234). 

Atari’s chief engineer, Al Alcorn, wanted to compete.  

Assembling a small team of two new engineers, Alcorn went to work designing a new 

console, named Cosmos, to succeed the VCS. With a prototype ready in the summer of 1980, 

Alcorn presented the Cosmos to Kassar and the marketing department, only to find Atari’s 

management and marketing teams uninterested in selling anything other than the VCS (Kent 

125). Unwilling to give up on his project so easily, Alcorn even attempted to market the 

console himself, taking the system to electronics and toy trade shows and arranging private 

meetings to show off its capabilities. Despite the VCS’s overshadowing market dominance, the 

Cosmos succeeded in garnering significant attention from retailers, and Alcorn returned from 

his personal quest with hundreds of thousands of Cosmos orders (Kent 127). But as Alcorn was 

ready to begin production on the Cosmos, Kassar denied Alcorn’s plans, unwilling to commit 

to a system that would threaten sales of the VCS. 

To be fair, the Cosmos system was not some miraculous, wholesale improvement on 

the VCS. Its primary features were its pseudo-holographic display and cheap to produce 

cartridges, which enhanced visuals but did little to improve on the power of the VCS which 

as previously stated was already struggling to keep up with ever-evolving game design. 

However, Kassar rejected the Cosmos out of hand, with no recourse for change in design or 
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direction on a new system, despite the clear message from Atari’s engineering team that the 

VCS was not going to last and something would need to take its place (Kent 127). Kassar’s Atari 

had forsaken its engineering and innovative roots to become a marketing company that sold 

one thing: the VCS. 

 The roaring success of the VCS deafened management’s ears to the cries of its system 

engineers and game developers alike. Not only did Atari’s leadership ignore the increasingly 

dire limitations of the system, they were woefully ignorant of the development process of the 

video games themselves as well. Developers were being assigned to design games in 

increasingly short time frames, with developers being tasked with creating 1982’s anticipated 

hit E.T. in a matter of weeks. Atari also had strict policy of leaving the designers of their games 

uncredited in an effort to prevent poaching by their competitors. With their developers 

overworked and unrecognized, their engineers unheeded and unsatisfied, and their core 

product double the age of its competitors, Atari was sitting on a ticking timebomb. So it should 

come as no surprise when everything began to explode around them. 

Atari Stumbles, Market in Freefall 

Starting in 1979, Atari began hemorrhaging talent. After being denied recognition for 

their work and their attempts at continued technological innovation shut down, veteran 

employees like Joe Decuir and Alan Miller jumped ship and used their experience to start their 

own companies, companies which would come to compete directly with Atari. For their part, 

Miller and several other former Atari programmers joined together to form the company that 
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would become the modern giant of video game publishing, Activision (Kent 192). Armed with 

some of the most talented and experienced developers in the industry, Activision aimed to 

become the first independent video game publisher for the 2600. 

By 1980, Activision was preparing to release their first games for Atari’s VCS, without 

permission from Atari themselves. Up to this point, Atari had been successful in dissuading 

third-party developers from publishing unofficial 2600 games through a combination of legal 

threats and coercive deals, but Activision, fueled by spite for Atari, would not negotiate or 

back down. Similar to other industries like home printers and automotive dealerships as well 

as modern console manufacturers, Atari’s entire business model hinged on selling their systems 

as low as they could afford while making profits off of continuous sales of software. If 

Activision were allowed to make their own games unrestricted and without paying any sort of 

license or royalty, Atari would stand to lose a serious cut of their current revenues. Activision 

forced their hand, and Atari sued, claiming that they alone had the right to create games for 

their hardware, but ultimately, “all it won was a disclaimer on every Activision box” (Burnham 

151). Before this suit, potential developers had been restrained by their fear of the legal 

repercussions of encroaching on Atari’s territory, but this decision blew the gates wide open. 

Activision’s victory over Atari unleashed a whole host of new game publishers onto the 

scene, ready to cash in on the ubiquity of the 2600 in American homes. According to Mark 

Wolf in The Video Game Explosion, “There were a flood of new cartridge-producing companies 

flooding the market with games, many of which were derivative, substandard, and cheaply 
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produced” (103). In the following years, new releases ballooned and so did profits as consumers 

continued to eagerly snap up games. But by 1982, not one of Atari’s original consumer division 

programmers remained and its game releases had continued to dip in quality. Two high-profile 

titles released in 1982 exemplify Atari’s final missteps leading up to their downfall and the 

Crash of 1983, Atari’s VCS Pac-Man port and E.T. movie tie-in.  

Atari released Pac-Man first, in May of that year. Originally created by Japanese 

designer Toru Iwatani, Pac-Man had been a smash hit in the arcades, and Atari was eager to 

profit off its license of the property. In a rush of misguided optimism, “Atari reportedly 

produced upwards of 10 million cartridges in its first run. This was a very unusual production 

run, given that there was an active base of only 10 million VCS consoles” (Montfort 75). 

Presumably, the reasoning was that Pac-Man commanded such popularity that millions of 

consumers would buy a new 2600 just to play the game at home and thus they would need 

more cartridges than consoles they had currently sold. They could not have been more wrong. 

Plagued by technical issues due to the sheer difference in power between arcade machines and 

the aging VCS and hampered by an insane development window of only six weeks, porting 

Pac-Man proved to be too great a challenge for the developer assigned the task, Todd Frye. 

Looking to produce the game as quickly and cheaply as possible, Atari shoved out Frye’s first 

working prototype of the game. The game was an overall inferior experience that ‘featured’ a 

simplified playing field, flickering and choppy animations, and a general loss of the 

characterization that distinguished the game’s hero and monsters. Atari’s Pac-Man sold only 
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seven million copies, and many consumers demanded refunds (Kent 236). This dramatic 

underperformance should have been a wake-up call to Atari, but they proceeded unperturbed 

into their next blunder. 

Either willfully dismissive or simply unaware of the true extent of the failure of Pac-

Man, Atari’s management drove ahead with their next licensed property, a tie-in game for 

Steven Spielberg’s movie E.T. With a deal not being struck until late that summer, Howard 

Warshaw, the developer assigned the game, was again given only six weeks to design the game, 

since Warner head Steven Ross demanded that the game be ready for Christmas of that year. 

Upon release the game flopped and “became infamous throughout the video-game industry for 

its dull play and disappointing story” (Kent 238). It was all too much for consumers. Two back-

to-back, ‘guaranteed’ hits failing so spectacularly, coupled with a market inundated with 

poorly made titles shattered consumer confidence and sent Atari into a tailspin. In a repeat of 

the earlier Crash of 1977, aggressive price cuts by retailers to move games and consoles alike 

gouged deeply into profits as demand fell off a cliff. 

Attempting to buy their way out, the company spent the next year spending even more 

on licensing properties even as demand for console games plunged ever further. They even 

attempted to course-correct their previous decision on a new console by releasing the Atari 

5200 in late 1982. The trouble was, the engineering team at Atari felt the system was not ready 

for market, but management pushed it through. Further compounding these issues, Atari never 

fully committed to the new system and continued producing 2600s and releasing titles for the 
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old system (Kent 230). It was too little too late though, and the well was poisoned for everyone. 

Atari itself had controlled over half the market, and a vast majority of independent publishers 

had come to rely on its system for their sales as well, thus the industry sank with Atari. By the 

end of 1983 industry profits were down 35 percent and by 1984 revenues had dropped to a 

meager $100 million (Wolf 105; Boyd). Once industry staples, none of Mattel, Coleco, or 

Magnavox would ever release another console. 

Arcades not Okay, PCs Carry the Torch 

Caught in the crossfire, arcades continued on a downward slide. Both the success of 

home consoles and the spread of affordable personal computers had slowly directed players 

away from arcade machines, as the upfront cost of either a console cartridge or a PC disk 

proved to simply be a better deal for the consumer. For an arcade machine, “the cost of 

gameplay is high, with an hour of play likely running between $8 and $12” (Kocurek 193). 

When one could get unlimited play for around $40, it would only take a few hours of play for 

game at home to make an arcade machine obsolete. More casual players used arcades to 

discover titles they enjoyed, only to buy them later elsewhere and cut off future revenue; 

veteran players continued to enjoy arcades unabated, the problem here being that the more 

experienced players became, the longer their sessions grew, excluding others from playing and 

lowering revenue per hour (Kocurek 203). Compounding this, arcades were hit on both sides 

by the Crash. As the negative publicity drove many casual players away from video games 

entirely, more serious players became invested in PC gaming due to the accessibility and 
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transparency regarding the games themselves as well as an ever-lowering barrier to entry, as 

Commodore hit a sweet spot with their Commodore 64 PC priced at only $200, leaving a 

dwindling supply of players to populate arcades (Burnham 290).  

This is not to say that PC gaming came out of the Crash unscathed. Many of the firms 

that produced PCs and their games were the same firms that were deeply involved in the home 

console market. As DeMaria recounts in High Score!, “It was terrible for everyone. Almost all 

the retailers that had been carrying games were either driven out of business or dropped the 

category as Atari went down… Computer game companies like EA were struggling in a very 

small, difficult market, and it was not until Commodore sold a lot of C-64 disc drives and Tandy 

sold a lot of PC compatibles that the market got strong enough to keep EA and the others 

going” (104) The fact that PCs had more general function than consoles maintained some of 

the momentum of their sales and kept them in homes when console sales were flagging and 

the devices themselves at risk of being discarded. Paired with the timely release of the 

Commodore 64 and its dedicated scene of custom coders who made and shared their own 

creations when official releases were scarce, these circumstances enabled the PC gaming 

market’s rapid recovery while home consoles languished (Burnham 290). 

Lasting Effects 

 As evidenced by their continued existence up the third decade of the 21st century, the 

Crash of 1983 did not doom the home console market. In fact, firms have been able to learn 

from the mistakes of their predecessors and resurrect home video games from an untimely 
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demise. The first lesson learned from the Crash manifests in 1985 with Nintendo’s release of 

the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES). Originally created in 1983 under the name 

Famicom (short for Family Computer), the NES initially saw limited release in Japan as 

Nintendo, being a Japanese company, had yet to successfully breakout into the international 

market (Wolf 115). Seeing the disaster unfolding in the American market, Nintendo held off 

on an international release, not because they were discouraged but to fully take advantage of 

the opportunity that now lay at their feet. The Crash had dislodged Atari’s death-grip on the 

American console market and the Japanese company saw the door as wide open to take their 

place.  

 Determined not to repeat Atari’s failure, Nintendo identified the glut of low-quality 

third-party titles as the primary cause of the Crash in America and took several steps to limit 

releases for the NES and guarantee their quality to the consumer. First, Nintendo physically 

altered the Famicom to create the NES, adding the 10NES lockout chip which scanned game 

cartridges for a special code allowing the game to be played and rejected any cartridge without 

a code (Wolf 111). Further, Nintendo maintained the exclusive right to manufacture any game 

cartridges for their system by entering into restrictive licensing agreements with any third-

party developers looking to release games for the system and aggressively prosecuting those 

who attempted to circumvent the 10NES chip (Wolf 110).  

When it came to these partnered developers, Nintendo also rejected Atari’s strategy of 

releasing as many games as possible as quickly as possible by limiting every developer to a 
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maximum of five games per year, reserving the right to reject any game until it met their 

standards of quality, and determining unilaterally how many cartridges of each game to 

produce (Wolf 110). The benefits of this were two-fold: limiting releases prevented another 

instance of excess supply driving prices down as well as maintaining the reputation of the 

Nintendo brand as a whole. Developers were thus incentivized to spend more time and effort 

on a few good titles, keeping prices high while also giving consumers confidence that any NES 

title would be worth the money. Because the Famicom already had two years of games in its 

library, third-parties could easily select their best performers to ship to the US (Wolf 111). 

Nintendo also had the luxury of testing new releases in Japan, where their market share was 

secure, before deciding what to make available overseas (Wolf 111). In validation of their 

efforts, the NES exploded upon release in 1985, sparking a renaissance in home console gaming. 

While Nintendo’s terms were certainly restrictive, their general model of third-party 

licensing has since become industry standard. Any publisher looking to release titles for Xbox, 

PlayStation, or even Steam must first secure agreements with Microsoft, Sony, and Valve, 

respectively. Modern consoles employ multiple levels of preventative measures to keep 

unlicensed software from being run on their systems (Roach). Looking at the state of the 

modern games industry, it is hard to believe that Atari in their infinite wisdom operated 

entirely without third-party agreements, and the industry has certainly been more stable with 

the increase in both formal and informal cooperation (Vaan). These contracts have encouraged 
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collaboration between firms in the industry rather than promoting the bitter, self-destructive 

price wars that ground the industry to a halt. 

The second lesson has been a change in the role of developers and game designers in 

the home console industry. Taking another cue from Nintendo, the modern games industry 

has pushed its developers into the spotlight as public figures and given them somewhat of a 

celebrity status among consumers. At Nintendo, Shigeru Miyamoto, creator of hit titles such 

as Donkey Kong, Mario, and Zelda, was given immense creative control and direction, 

commanding an entire team of designers. His influence was so great that “the release of [the] 

N64 was delayed until Miyamoto was satisfied with Super Mario 64” (Kent 530). Names like 

Shigeru Miyamoto, Hideo Kojima, Markus Persson, and Martin O’Donnell all have serious pull 

among fans of their respective creations, influence that designers in the pre-Crash era never 

had. Many games like Metal Gear Solid and Minecraft have a stronger association among fans 

with their lead designers than with their publishers. It is common to see studios, like Mojang 

and 343 Industries, communicating directly with consumers about their work and being open 

about both progress and delays (Boddy; Lee). The way Atari attempted to keep developers from 

being poached by other firms, refusing to credit them and actively discouraging them from 

taking possession of their work, only served to drive away their best talent and sowed 

resentment among those who stayed.  

The public recognition and increased influence of developers has served the industry 

by cultivating consumer confidence and loyalty. Just like in the film industry, sequels to 
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popular titles are valuable to firms in that they come with a built-in audience and a 

corresponding level of reliable demand (Newswise). Renowned developers provide a similar 

benefit in that fans of their previous work are likely to be interested in any new titles they 

create, more so than new, anonymously produced titles. Developers and studios with positive 

reputations grant stability to the market, as consumers have prior experience to give them 

confidence in the quality of future releases. Not only that, but the openness of many developers 

with their audience about their work creates a line of communication that can inspire loyalty 

and interest in the game as it is created. Atari’s strategy of producing new games as quickly as 

possible with no indication as to who made them induced confusion at the variance in quality, 

when their business model relied on consumers’ faith in their ability to produce good work 

prompting repeat sales.  

On the other hand, the industry continues to be plagued by issues regarding its 

treatment of developers. Increased recognition and agency among developers has come with 

certain costs. As consumers know exactly who worked or is currently working on a particular 

game, many developers face added pressure to avoid disappointing their audience. Not only 

does their work need to satiate managers and executives, but now developers are expected to 

answer directly to fan expectations. Lately, dissatisfied fans have been notorious for leaving 

coordinated negative reviews (a phenomenon known as “review-bombing”) and even sending 

death threats to developers (Totilo). Firms also have yet to kick the habit of rushing 

development to meet deadlines. The resulting “crunch time” involves developers being forced 
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to work 60-100 hours a week (Kolakowski). Increased workloads are not unique to crunch 

time however, as nearly half of all developers reported regularly working over the standard 40 

hours a week (Kolakowski). Heightened pressure and heavy workloads have led game 

development to have some of the highest turnover rates among all industries (Forrest). With 

no obvious solution and firms showing little willingness to address them, these problems will 

only continue to negatively impact the productivity of the creative teams responsible for their 

games. 

The final lesson to take away from the Crash is one that the industry is still grappling 

with today. The very idea of the video game is one borne of privilege and affluence. American 

video games were the product of the emergent consumer economy that was the post-war 

United States. Part of the “shift in consumer spending away from durable goods and toward 

novel entertainment,” video games were never a necessity, nor have they always represented 

the most cutting-edge technology (Kocurek 205). A byproduct of technological excess, video 

games have never been a mere toy either. At their core, the video games that firms sell are an 

experience, and, as a component of this consumer economy, the demand for these experiences 

is driven by their novelty.  

Atari hamstrung themselves in more ways than one when they snubbed their designers 

and doubled down on the VCS. The way in which Atari forsook innovation, instead turning 

to the licensing of other existing media as the basis of new game releases, simply failed to 

satisfy the rapidly changing tastes of consumers. Fatigue over uninspired reskins of familiar 
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titles compounded with frustration at the increasingly noticeable limitations of the system led 

consumers to simply look for novelty elsewhere.  

Some of the most successful examples of modern games all benefit either from emergent 

gameplay, player modification, or continuous innovations provided by developers. Games like 

Minecraft, Skyrim, and GTA V all owe their popular longevity to regular updates from 

developers coupled with player driven content and experiences. The esports juggernaut, 

League of Legends, itself was inspired by a player modification of Warcraft III (Crecente). 

Games made prior to widespread access to highspeed internet generally focused on a single-

player experience with a predetermined difficulty progression towards completion of the game 

(Kocurek 202). The internet has been a great boon to multiplayer focused games, connecting 

players all over the world and greatly expanding the opportunity for novel experiences within 

the game as opponents and teammates constantly rotate within a global player-base. The 

connectivity afforded by the internet has also enabled players to more easily share custom-

made content, further spurring novel experience through player interaction instead of 

conventional studio releases. 

Reflecting this trend towards regularly evolving experiences within a single title, the 

primary source of gaming revenues has recently shifted from game sales to microtransactions 

and downloadable content (DLC) (Koksal). This change represents a real turning point for the 

console games industry, as game sales have been the industry’s main source of revenue since 

its very inception. Both microtransactions and DLC involve players making relatively small 
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payments for additional content to a game they have already purchased, to augment gameplay 

and create new experiences without having to buy a whole new game. Studios can continue 

to produce new content and update their games indefinitely, maintaining income without 

taking a gamble on the success or failure of a new title. While this shift has drawn complaints 

from many consumers of being sold incomplete games at full price only to have DLC added 

later at additional cost, this method of revenue generation from microtransactions has enabled 

many new games to be offered at no upfront cost, making them available to a much wider 

audience and greatly increasing their player-bases (Anderton). However, this wave of new 

free-to-play games may pose a serious threat to traditional games in the same way that the 

flood of cheap VCS games oversaturated the market leading up to the Crash. It is quite possible 

that free-to-play titles could choke out conventionally designed games as consumers continue 

to face the choice of paying $60 or nothing at all. Only time will tell the full impact this 

transition will have on game development going forward.  

What’s Next? 

In 1983 the future of video games looked uncertain. The collapse of the market and the 

mistakes made by industry leaders left consumers and retailers alike feeling burned and 

skeptical, and the situation only became more grim as demand continued to slide in subsequent 

years. There were claims of video games being dead and a mere passing fad, but the industry 

managed to recover (Gutman). Through coordinated strategy and deliberate change, firms 

have learned and continue to learn from a nearly 40-year-old, industry-wide catastrophe. 
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Today, console gaming and video games as a whole have grown to unprecedented heights. 

Total video game revenue for 2020 was estimated at nearly $180 billion, more than film and 

American sports combined, and is projected to reach $300 billion by 2025 (Witkowski).  

There continue to be pronouncements of the death of consoles, but with nearly 20% 

growth from the previous year and consumers buzzing over the recent release of the next 

generation of consoles, it does not appear to be coming any time soon (Witkowski; Thier). 

What is more likely, given the current state of the industry, is an eventual evolution rather 

than some catastrophic death of consoles as we know them today. With virtual reality (VR) 

and cloud gaming being pursued by both industry giants like Microsoft and Valve as well as 

non-gaming tech firms like Amazon and Google, gamers may soon by playing “console” games 

on any device they please, serviced by an online, digital platform as opposed to a traditional 

physical console (Warren). The history surrounding the Video Game Crash of 1983 shows just 

how quickly fortunes in this industry can change. In this ever-evolving medium with novelty 

of experience at its heart, the only thing that is certain is that nothing stays the same forever. 
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